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Abstract

In-line measurements of low dose blends in the feed frame of a tablet press
were performed for API concentration levels as low as 0.10% w/w. The pro-
posed methodology utilizes the advanced sampling capabilities of a Spatially
Resolved Near-Infrared (SR-NIR) probe to develop Partial Least-Squares cal-
ibration models. The fast acquisition speed of multipoint spectra allowed the
evaluation of different numbers of co-adds and feed frame paddle speeds to
establish the optimum conditions of data collection to predict low potency
blends. The interaction of the feed frame paddles with the SR-NIR probe
was captured with a high resolution and allowed the implementation of a
spectral data selection criterion to remove the effect of the paddles from the
calibration and testing process. The method demonstrated accuracy and
robustness when predicting drug concentrations across different feed frame
paddle speeds.
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1. Introduction1

Sensitive analytical methods are essential for measuring low concentration2

blends in pharmaceutical manufacturing. Increasing the sensitivity of ana-3

lytical methods expands the possible applications and also enhances existing4

implementations. The FDA’s Bioanalytical Method Validation Guidance for5

Industry established the method’s sensitivity as the lower limit of quanti-6

tation (the lowest nonzero standard on the calibration curve) (FDA, 2018).7

Low dose formulations are required for high potency drugs with low concen-8

trations of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). This a growing market9

where 40% of marketed medicine are solid oral dosage forms (Vatsa, 2019).10

The traditional approach of manufacturing, involving the inspection of the11

final drug product by testing a small number of samples, becomes a financial12

and health risk as the cost and potency of new APIs increases. In 2004, the13

U.S Food and Drug Administration released the Process Analytical Technol-14

ogy (PAT) (FDA, 2004) guidance as a framework to enhance the innovation15

and efficiency of pharmaceutical manufacturing, incorporating scientific risk-16

based approaches to enable higher process understanding. The extraction17

of information at each stage is essential for the implementation of control18

strategies that maintain the product within the predetermined critical qual-19

ity attributes limits. The small amount of API typically present in formu-20

lations of high potency drugs require sensitive methods to measure low dose21

blends. The ability to predict very low dose blends (< 1.0 % w/w) is not ad-22

dressed by typical PAT spectroscopic methods for in-line measurements due23

to the lack of sensitivity of traditional instruments used to determine blend24

uniformity. This work describes a more sensitive methodology, incorporat-25

ing Spatially Resolved Spectroscopy, as a crucial step to enable the use of26

spectroscopic PAT in the manufacturing of high potency drug formulations.27

Sampling for blend uniformity in the tableting process has been studied in28

two locations in continuous system. The first location utilizes the cylindrical29

chute connecting the blending and tableting processes using a fiber optic30

probe inserted in the powder stream. This position has been used at a31

commercial continuous manufacturing site to monitor blend uniformity by32

near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy (Vargas et al., 2018, 2017). In this setup, a33

powder level control is required to limit the variations in density and to ensure34

the presence of powder in front of the probe. The second location is closer35

to the compaction process and requires the integration of the spectroscopic36

probe in the feed frame of the tablet press. In the past few years, several37
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studies have integrated spectroscopic probes in the feed frame of different38

tablet presses (Sierra-Vega et al., 2019; Gosselin et al., 2017; Šašić et al., 2015;39

Ward et al., 2013; Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014; Hetrick et al., 2017; De Leersnyder40

et al., 2018; Dalvi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018, 2019; Ortega-Zúñiga et al., 2019;41

Harms et al., 2019) and a comparison between the two sampling locations42

has been performed in a continuous manufacturing setup (Sierra-Vega et al.,43

2019). It was demonstrated that there was closer agreement between the44

feed frame measurements and the content uniformity reported for the tablets45

via transmittance NIR than was obtained from an assessment made in the46

chute. Relative Standard Deviation (RSD %) values in the feed frame were47

three times lower than the equivalent measurement in the chute (Sierra-Vega48

et al., 2019) due to a larger sampling size.49

Three reports discussed monitoring API concentration changes in the50

feed frame using the intensity of NIR bands (Gosselin et al., 2017; Šašić51

et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2013). The process monitoring used characteristic52

bands previously identified at a constant feed frame revolutions per minute53

(RPM) (Ward et al., 2013). For low dose blends, the distinctive NIR signal54

of API may not be evident even after using the first or second derivative55

as data pretreatments. The univariate approach may generate acceptable56

results quantifying API concentration but fails when baseline shifts occur57

induced by the intrinsic process variability. Partial Least-Squares (PLS) cal-58

ibration models have been demonstrated as a robust regression technique for59

blend uniformity measurements in the feed frame (Sierra-Vega et al., 2019;60

Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014; Hetrick et al., 2017; De Leersnyder et al., 2018; Dalvi61

et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018, 2019; Ortega-Zúñiga et al., 2019; Harms et al.,62

2019; Igne et al., 2020). A feed frame table setup that excludes the com-63

paction process, but keeps the powder dynamics, was used to develop PLS64

models (Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014). The feed frame paddles created a wave65

pattern that can be observed on the inspection window where the noncon-66

tact probe was located. This pattern propagates to the NIR data in the form67

of baseline variation with different frequencies according to the feed frame68

paddle speed. As a result, the model was able to perform accurate mea-69

surements only if the prediction data were collected at the same feed frame70

paddle speed as the calibration set (Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014). A subsequent71

study followed a similar approach regarding the use of an external setup (a72

feed frame table) to mimic the feed frame dynamics (Hetrick et al., 2017).73

The model included feed frame paddle speed and throughput as process vari-74

ables, and the method was implemented on a continuous manufacturing line75
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predicting API concentration for high and low throughputs. The feed frame76

table reduced the amount of API and excipients required to develop a quan-77

titative method by 95% (Hetrick et al., 2017). The model was successful in78

predicting API concentration despite changes in feed frame paddle speed by79

including this process variable in the calibration process. Another method to80

account for feed frame paddle speed variability using PLS in the feed frame81

is the modification of the feed frame paddles (De Leersnyder et al., 2018).82

Different notch designs carved in the paddles were tested to determine the83

appropriate configuration to avoid disturbances from the feed frame paddles84

on the NIR signal. For the optimal paddle notch setting and distance to the85

probe, the error of prediction was minimized for significant changes in the86

feed frame paddle speed (De Leersnyder et al., 2018).87

Prediction of low dose blends in the feed frame has been performed ini-88

tially targeting a 3.0% w/w of API (Sierra-Vega et al., 2018). The study89

focused on the variation of the spectral response towards changes in die disk90

and feed frame paddle speeds. The baseline of NIR spectra was used as a91

criterion to assess the stability of the system. As previously reported (Mateo-92

Ortiz et al., 2014), the feed frame paddle speed had a significant effect on93

the prediction error when this process parameter in the test samples deviated94

from the condition used in calibration (Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014). However,95

the model was robust enough to tolerate feed frame paddle speed 30% higher96

than the rate used for calibration as well as a 10% decrease in die disk rota-97

tion RPM. At low dose level, the blend physical properties spectral signature98

dominate the signal of the API even after using data pretreatments meant to99

minimize the scattering contribution (Ortega-Zúñiga et al., 2019). By using100

a calibration set spanning concentrations of 1.5-4.5% w/w, targeting 3.0%101

w/w, case studies including two grades of the excipients in the formulation102

were evaluated. The prediction of API concentration was only possible when103

the true density was proportional to the level of API driven by the grade of104

the excipient used (Ortega-Zúñiga et al., 2019). The study suggested the con-105

sideration of true density values of raw materials in the experimental design106

to ensure robust measurements of low dose blends.107

Raman spectroscopy has been utilized in recent studies to quantify the108

API concentration in blends flowing through the feed frame (Li et al., 2018;109

Harms et al., 2019). By targeting an API concentration level of 8% w/w,110

in-line predictions were performed at a constant feed frame paddle speed (Li111

et al., 2018). The use of Raman spectroscopy has also been reported to112

predict API concentration in 1.0% w-w blends (Harms et al., 2019). The113
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study used Extended Iterative Optimization Technology (EIOT) to obtain114

composition values. This is a process that minimizes the calibration effort in115

the early stages of process development when the availability of raw mate-116

rial is limited to build a PLS model. In another study, Raman spectroscopy117

was used to predict API concentration in the feed frame using Partial Least-118

Squares targeting 8.00% of API (Li et al., 2019). The results indicated ex-119

cellent selectivity monitoring API concentration. Light-induced fluorescence120

spectroscopy (LIFS) and color imaging were integrated to monitoring con-121

centration changes of three vitamins spanning 1-11% w/w using the PCA122

scores (Gosselin et al., 2017). More recently, the feasibility of LIFS was123

evaluated, generating a cross-validation error of 2% targeting 0.67% w/w of124

API (Igne et al., 2020).125

NIR Chemical Imaging (NIR-CI) has also been integrated with feed frame126

measurements quantifying concentration levels of 4 and 8% w/w (Dalvi et al.,127

2018). The increased sampling area enables the analysis of different sections128

within the feed frame. The study reported the NIR-CI prediction perfor-129

mance equivalent to a NIR single-point probe used as a reference method.130

The sampling volume increased by a factor of 5 by using the NIR-CI system131

compared to the NIR single-point probe and included the flexibility of ana-132

lyzing sections of the images to study the API distribution within the feed133

frame.134

Chemical imaging and Spatially Resolved Spectroscopy (SRS) have in135

common the ability to analyze multiple points of a sample. The chemical136

absorbance is proportional to the concentration, molar coefficient of absorp-137

tivity, and the optical pathlength. The first two factors are inherent to the138

formulation, but the SRS system brings an opportunity to extend the path-139

length, which is a capability that is not available with typical CI and single140

point spectroscopic systems. The SRS probe includes an arrangement of col-141

lection fibers at different distances from the illumination point. The probe142

captures light not only from different locations but also from various penetra-143

tion depths in the sample. Due to internal scattering, the photons that travel144

through different pathlengths within the sample are undetected by a single145

point probe but measured by the SRS system (Scheibelhofer et al., 2018).146

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this manuscript presents the monitor-147

ing of the lowest API concentration levels reported for in-line measurements148

of blend uniformity as well as a methodology to generate robust measure-149

ments for changes in the feed frame paddle speed without incorporating this150

variable in the calibration process or modifying the paddles.151
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2. Experimental Section152

2.1. Blends Preparation153

The calibration blends composition was established via the Generalized154

Reduced Gradient method (Arora, 2004) with constraints to reduce the cor-155

relation between the formulation components and generate an appropriate156

range in the API across the calibration set. Table 1 shows the calibration157

and test blends composition in %w/w achieving correlation values lower than158

0.1. The true density of the pure ingredients was used to calculate the blend159

true density of each powder mixture. This calculation allows to the inclu-160

sion of true density as a constrain so that the blend true density increases161

or remains close to the previous and following blends during the iterative162

process of developing calibration and test blends with low correlation. Ta-163

ble 1 shows the corresponding true density values of each blend exhibiting164

the increasing trend along with the API concentration. A 5-liter V-blender165

(Paterson-Kelly, East Stroudsburg, PA, USA) equipped with an intensifier166

bar was used to produce calibration and testing blends of 3kg each for a167

total of 18 batches (9 for calibration and 9 for testing). The preparation of168

each batch consisted of adding the total amount of silicified microcrystalline169

cellulose (SMCC, Prosolv HD 90, JRS Pharma, GmbH & Co. Rosenberg,170

Germany) and Acetaminophen (API) (Semi fine, Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuti-171

cals, Ireland) in the blender at 25 revolutions per minute with the intensifier172

bar rotating simultaneously at 1500 revolutions per minute for 10 minutes173

to minimize Acetaminophen agglomerates. D-Mannitol (Pearlitol 200 SD,174

Roquette Freres, Lestrem, France) and Ac-Di-Sol (Croscarmellose Sodium175

SD 711, Dupont Nutrition, DE, USA) were added to complete the formula-176

tion and were blended during 20 more minutes at 25 revolutions per minute177

without the intensifier bar. Magnesium stearate (Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuti-178

cals, Ireland) was added as a lubricant and mixed for two additional minutes179

at 25 revolutions per minute. The off-line verification of blend uniformity180

was performed by collecting five powder samples from the die disk at each181

concentration level of calibration samples utilizing UV spectroscopy (exclud-182

ing the placebo blend). The powder sample blends (n = 40, mean mass =183

304mg, standard deviation = 3mg) were analyzed using 244 nm with a Cary184

50 UV–vis spectrophotometer (Varian Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The samples185

were diluted in methanol to obtain 100.00ml of solution and filtered with186

a 25mm PuradiscTM nylon membrane syringe filter with .45µm pore size187

(Whatman, Maidstone, UK) before transferring to a 10mm UV cuvette.188
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Table 1: Calibration and test blend composition in (%w/w)

APAP† Mannitol SMCC‡ CroscNa§ MgSt¶
Blend True

Density (g/cm3)

0.00 12.20 78.11 8.65 1.00 1.38

0.10 16.70 80.12 2.09 1.00 1.34

0.30 8.87 77.30 12.53 1.00 1.48

0.50 14.90 82.57 1.00 1.00 1.48

1.00 17.20 72.31 8.50 1.00 1.62

1.50 7.87 81.18 8.45 1.00 1.66

2.00 8.05 80.55 8.40 1.00 1.73

2.50 15.20 80.30 1.00 1.00 2.04

3.00 13.60 75.30 7.15 1.00 2.11
†Acetaminophen, ‡Silicified microcrystalline cellulose, §Croscarmellose sodium,
¶Magnesium stearate

2.2. Feed frame table189

A FETTE 1200i tablet press feed frame (Fette Compacting America, Inc.190

Rockaway, NJ, USA) was assembled on an aluminum frame to form a feed191

frame table. The paddles were operated by a motor, digital controller, and192

encoder. A die disk with the same dimensions as the rotating table from193

the tablet press was designed to emulate the die filling process. The punch194

diameter and the simulated die depth (established by the disk thickness)195

were 1 cm. A second motor, controller, and encoder were used to control the196

die disk rotation. The powder was fed to the feed frame equipped with a197

feed tube using a gravimetric feeder (K-Tron, KT20 (Double auger screws),198

Pitman, NJ, USA) (Mendez et al., 2010, 2012). The powder level in the199

feed-tube was kept constant to avoid differences in powder bulk density in200

the feed frame. The spectroscopic probe was integrated through a viewing201

port in the feed frame. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup, including202

the feed frame table, the feeding assembly, and the sensing component. The203

feed frame paddle speed was the main parameter expected to interact with204

the NIR signal. Three feed frame paddle speeds were used to evaluate its205

effect on the measurements and prediction performance. Each blend was fed206

through the system at 10 kg/h, using feed-frame paddle speeds of 15, 30, and207

45 rotations per minute and a constant die disk rotation of 20 RPM for a208
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total number of 27 calibration runs. The calibration model was tested with209

27 additional runs analyzed using similar conditions (9 identical blends to210

the calibration blends but manufactured independently).211

Illumination

1

5

3

6

7

4
Measurement

A) B1)
2

B2)

2

1

7

SRS 

Probe

Figure 1: A: Feed frame table for in-line measurements of API concentration. 1. Feed
frame, 2.SRS Probe, 3, 4. Motors, 5. Gravimetric feeder, 6. Encoder, 7. Die disk (turret).
B1: Top view of the feed frame and relative position of upper and lower paddles. B2: Fiber
bundle layout. The illumination point is illustrated by yellow dots and the collection of
fibers by white circles.

Spatially resolved spectra were collected with a Hy-Ternity system (Indat-212

ech, Clapiers, France). The system was composed of a NIR camera equipped213

with an InGaAs detector collecting data in the spectral range from 900 to214

1700 nm with a spectral resolution is 9 nm and a SAM-Spec probe bun-215

dle with 12 collection fibers and an array of illumination fibers. Figure 1B2216

(right) shows the spatially resolved spectroscopy probe fiber bundle configu-217

ration, with the illumination represented in yellow and the collection fibers218

at various distances from the light source represented in white. This combi-219

nation of spatially resolved fibers has shown value in quality inspection and220

content uniformity determination on tablets (Igne et al., 2015). In this study,221

the Sam-SPEC probe was used for in-line data collection in the feed frame.222

The acquisition time per co-add was 3 ms for sample and background. The223

total number of spectra per run was saved for further averaging using a single224

co-add setting (i.e., no automatic averaging of consecutive spectra). For each225

sample acquisition, a hypercube of data is collected, consisting of 12 channels226
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of 256 wavelengths. Each channel corresponded to a single collection fiber227

in the probe. The probe tip was positioned at a 12-degree angle through228

a sapphire window to protect the probe and minimize specular reflectance229

from the powder bed. A holder with the same angled shape maintained the230

probe window parallel to the powder stream.231

2.3. Spatially Resolved Spectroscopy data232

Previous studies analyzing the light propagation in common pharmaceu-233

tical ingredients using SRS probes indicated that the fibers farther from the234

illumination collect photons after traveling a longer pathlength inside the235

sample compared to the inner fibers (Scheibelhofer et al., 2018; Igne et al.,236

2015) that these fibers are well suited for developing quantitative models237

(fibers 51, 51b, 52 and 52b in Figure 1). The feed frame paddles where the238

SRS sensor was located made the powder press against the fibers on the239

right side of the probe (b-fibers on Figure 1(B2) before the fibers on the left240

side. Because the light is located at the center of the probe, the fibers on the241

right side were adequately illuminated while the powder was pressed against242

the probe, resulting in spectra collected by the b-fibers with better signal to243

noise ratio than with the fibers on the right of the probe. To simplify data244

treatment, only the average of fibers 51b and 52b was used in this study.245

2.4. Software246

SRS Ready software (Indatech, Clapiers, France) was used to save the247

spectral data and control the NIR instrument. SIMCA v.16 (Sartorius,248

Ume̊a, Sweden) was used to visualize, pretreat the spectral data, and build249

chemometrics models. MATLAB 2020a (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA,250

USA) was used for spectral data filtering, selection of wavelengths variables,251

spectral averaging post-filtering, and statistical analysis of the PLS predicted252

values.253

2.5. Spectral data filtering254

The wave pattern in the spectral data generated by the movement of255

paddles under the probe reported in the literature (Mateo-Ortiz et al., 2014)256

was also observed in this study. Considering the acquisition time of 0.003s,257

multiple spectra were collected during the pass of each paddle finger, captur-258

ing the wave pattern with a high resolution. This wave pattern is due to the259

interaction between the sample and the probe window. The spectra collected260

near and during the crest had a higher absorbance than the data acquired261
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during the trough of the wave pattern. An increase in absorbance is due to262

the bulk density change as the powder is compressed against the probe while263

paddles pass. Therefore, the paddle contribution to the NIR spectra was264

minimized by selecting only the spectra with positive absorbance values in265

the spectral range of 1000-1050 nm. This step excluded the spectra collected266

during the trough and was automated using MATLAB.267

Figure 2 shows the absorbance values collected at 1031.92 nm for 475268

consecutive single co-add spectra ((475spectra)(0.003s/spectrum) = 1.425s)269

to illustrate the feed frame paddle passes being captured by the SRS probe.270

The green-shaded area represents an example of the spectra selected for cali-271

bration and testing. The vertical dashed lines symbolized the passage of one272

finger of the paddle under the probe. The proportion of spectral acquitions273

retained was 85%, 76%, and 74% respectively for 15, 30, and 45 revolutions274

per minute (see Table 2). The interaction between the feed frame paddles275

and the NIR probe is represented by the cyclic pattern observed in Figure 2276

corresponding to the number of paddles fingers passing below the sensor dur-277

ing 1.425s. Therefore, 4, 8, 12 cycles are observed for spectral data acquired278

at 15RPM, 30RPM and 45RPM, respectively.279
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Figure 2: NIR Absorbance values of 475 consecutive spectra. The variation pattern is
presented for the three feed frame paddle revolutions per minute (RPM) to evaluate the
method’s robustness toward this processing parameter. The cycles result from the inter-
action between the feed frame paddles and the powder blend captured by the NIR sensor.
The green and white area represents the selection criterium to keep or discard the spectra
respectively
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Table 2: The number of single co-add spectra for each RPM before and after filtering

Total Spectra RPM Total per RPM Selected Spectra % Selection

C
al 276865

15 91687 78107 85

30 92325 70398 76

45 92853 68973 74

T
es

t

283348

15 94530 83682 89

30 94184 72995 78

45 94634 70738 75

2.6. Model development280

Calibration models were built for each feed frame paddle speed using281

concentration levels from 0.00 to 3.00% w/w of API. The spectral filter re-282

moving the impact of paddle movement was implemented and applied for283

both calibration and test data. Table 2 shows the number of single co-add284

spectra available. The total amount is separated by each feed frame paddle285

speed and the selected spectra after applying the filter. The selected single286

co-add spectra for each feed frame paddle speed were averaged to generate287

final spectra with 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, and 100 co-adds corresponding to288

15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 150 and 300ms respectively. Building models for each289

configuration evaluated the effect of the number of co-adds. The number290

of spectra varied depending on the feed frame paddle speed. The number291

of spectra varied depending on the feed frame paddle speed. The resulting292

number of spectra per blend was between 1533 to 1860 and 78 to 92 for 5293

and 100 co-adds, respectively.294

The target API concentration value from each batch was used as the refer-295

ence value in the development of PLS models. Figure 3 shows the NIR spectra296

of the ingredients in the formulation after Standard Normal Variate (SNV)297

pretreatment. The spectral range of 1075.77- 1156.63 nm was used due to the298

prominent absorption API bands and low interference from the excipients.299

Seven data pretreatments were tested (1st derivative, 2nd Derivative, SNV,300

1st Derivative + SNV, 2nd Derivative + SNV, SNV + 1st Derivative, SNV301

+ 2nd Derivative; derivatives were calculated with five smoothing points and302

second polynomial order). The lowest Root Mean Error of Cross-validation303

(RMSEcv Eq. 1) was obtained when the 1st Derivative + SNV was used as a304

data pretreatment (data not shown). A total of 21 calibration models were305

developed, evaluating the co-add number and the feed frame paddle speed (7306
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co-add configurations and 3 feed frame paddle speeds). The models designed307

for each paddle speeds were used to predict the content of the test sets col-308

lected at each speed to evaluate the model’s robustness towards significant309

changes in feed frame paddle speed. The nine combinations were tested for310

each co-add number for a total of 63 sets of results (case studies). Root Mean311

Square Error of prediction (RMSEP, Eq. 2), and bias (Eq. 3) were calculated312

for the test samples for the assessment of the model’s performance.313

Figure 3: NIR spectra of the raw materials. The shaded area was excluded before data
pretreatment and calibration model development.

2.7. Evaluation314

Root Mean Square Error of cross-validation (RMSECv) was used to315

assess the performance of calibration models, including for latent variables316

selection, see Eq. 1, where ŷi & yi are the predicted and reference value of317

the ith observation in calibration dataset and n is the sample size.318

RMSECv =

√∑
(ŷi − yi)2

n
(1)

Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP ) and bias were used to319

evaluate the independent runs for each case study, see Eq. 2 & 3, where ŷi &320

yi are the predicted and reference value of the ith observation in prediction321

dataset and n is the sample size.322

RMSEP =

√∑
(ŷi − yi)2

n
(2)
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Bias =

∑
(ŷi − yi)

n
(3)

The prediction interval was calculated for each NIR measurement using323

(4). Single measurements are considered predictions based on the co-add324

configuration of each case study. Given the number of samples and each of325

them corresponding to the average of multiple spectra, the sample standard326

deviation (s) is a reasonable estimation of σ. The α100% prediction interval327

for each estimated case study measurement (µ̂) is given in Eq(4), signifying328

the breadth of the interval considered (i.e., the statistical coverage), where329

x− 1 represents the degrees of freedom from the tα,x−1 distribution, µ̂lower is330

the lower limit of the prediction interval and µ̂upper is the upper limit.331

(µ̂lower, µ̂upper) = (µ̂− tα
2
,x−1s, µ̂+ tα

2
,x−1s) (4)

These prediction intervals are included as an error bar to each measure-332

ment, as shown in Figure 6, 7 & 8.333

Histograms were constructed using the predicted values from the test334

runs of each case study. t-distribution curves were generated by fitting the335

histograms data from every concentration test run and normalizing the area336

under the curves to quantify the prediction interval compared to the different337

concentration levels of test samples.338

2.8. Estimation of sample mass339

The corresponding estimated sample mass analyzed by each spectrum as340

a function of the co-adds was calculated using Eq. 5 (Li et al., 2019).341

m = ρπrh

(
Acqt

2
ωl +

2

3
r

)
(5)

where ρ is the conditioned bulk density of each test blend as measured342

using an FT4 Powder Testing Unit (Freeman Technology Inc., Worcester-343

shire, UK), r is the radius of the NIR beam (2.7mm), Acqt is the acquisition344

time for one NIR spectrum (0.003s /co-add), l corresponds to the distance345

from the NIR probe to the center of the feed frame paddle where the SRS346

probe is located (68 mm), and h is the assumed NIR penetration depth (1.5347

mm) (Scheibelhofer et al., 2018).348
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3. Results and Discussion349

3.1. PLS Method development350

Partial Least Squares calibration models were constructed for each feed351

frame paddle speed (3) and co-add number (7). Gravimetric values used352

as a reference were confirmed via ultraviolet spectroscopy by analyzing five353

samples for each calibration sample taken from the die disk (Table 3),354

Table 3: API concentration values measured by ultraviolet spectroscopy. Average and
standard deviation were calculated for five samples for each calibration blend taken from
the die disk during the calibration runs.

% w/w Reference Powder mass (mg) %w/w by UV

0.10 304 ± 2 0.105 ± 0.003

0.30 309 ± 4 0.30 ± 0.01

0.50 305 ± 2 0.51 ± 0.01

1.00 304 ± 3 1.06 ± 0.01

1.50 303 ± 2 1.49 ± 0.01

2.00 302 ± 5 2.03 ± 0.08

2.50 301 ± 3 2.52 ± 0.08

3.00 303 ± 2 3.05 ± 0.09

Figure 4 shows a representative model of the 21 models built after imple-355

menting the spectral filter. Similar results were obtained using the additional356

20 configurations depending on the co-add number and feed frame paddle357

speed.358

The scores plot for the first two latent variables showed the variation in359

API concentration represented by the first latent variable (Figure 4A). The360

linearity is presented as observed vs. predicted plot in Figure 4B with an361

R2 value of 0.994. The selectivity was evaluated by comparing the latent362

variables and regression coefficients with the pure API spectrum. Figure 4C363

shows the close agreement between the API spectrum and the first latent364

variable (81.6% of correlation). The number of latent variables was selected365

according to the explained variation and Root Mean Squared Error of Cross-366

Validation (RMSEcv). Two latent variables explained 96.1% of the spectral367
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variation. This number of latent variables was considered optimum as the er-368

ror of prediction did not significantly reduce after including additional factors369

(Figure 4D).370

%w/w of API↓

D)

A)

B)

8

API P1 Regression CoefficientsP2

C)

5

0.15

Figure 4: The calibration model constructed at a feed frame speed of 45 RPM and 100
co-adds after filtering in the spectral range 1075.77- 1156.63 nm, using 1st derivative(5)
+ SNV as data pretreatment. A) Scores plot as a qualitative assessment of variation
according to API concentration. B) Observed vs. predicted plot to evaluate the linearity
of the method. C) Coefficients and loading plots vs. API spectrum to assess the selectivity
of the method. D) Explained variation and RMSEcv vs. latent variables.
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3.2. PLS Method optimization371

The robustness towards variation in feed frame paddle speed was also372

evaluated by predicting data sets acquired at the three different speeds with373

models constructed at each RPM value. Therefore, for each model, three374

different predictions were achieved per concentration value and number of375

co-adds. The prediction performance was evaluated across the 63 case stud-376

ies after the models built for 7 co-add configurations and three feed frame377

speeds combined. Figure 5 shows the average predicted value from each378

concentration and case study evaluating the feed frame speed effect for cal-379

ibration and testing and the number of co-adds. The x-axis represents the380

label of each case study, starting by the co-adds number used for calibration,381

followed by the feed frame paddle speed used for calibration and the feed382

frame paddle speed of the prediction set (e.g. 25 Co-adds 45P15 means383

that 25 co-adds and 45 revolutions per minute were used for calibration,384

predicting samples acquired at 15 RPM for the same co-add configuration).385

The y-axis represented the target (dotted lines) and predicted concentration386

values.387

The evaluation of the 63 case studies shown in Figure 5, was performed388

using 9 independent runs with the same concentration levels as a calibration389

set. In general, all the configurations can predict the blend compositions390

with high accuracy except for the overlap between 0.10 and 0.30% w/w for391

co-adds number lower than 15 and paddle speeds lower than 45 revolutions392

per minute. A larger sampling size is required for these two low concentra-393

tion levels to separate their distributions from each other. At 15 revolutions394

per minute, for 15 and 30 co-adds, the powder mass flowing below the probe395

during the spectral acquisition is not sufficient for adequate representation of396

blend composition to distinguish the lowest two levels of API concentration,397

but the separation was achieved using 45 revolutions per minute. Hence, rep-398

resentativeness can be improved by increasing the feed frame paddle speed399

or increasing the co-adds. Figure 5 demonstrated that the sampling size re-400

quired to make 0.10 and 0.30% w/w distinguishable even at 15 revolutions401

per minute could be achieved with 50 co-adds. Table 4 shows the estimated402

sampling mass for each co-adds number and feed frame paddle speed calcu-403

lated using Eq. 5.404
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Table 4: Estimated sampling mass (mg per spectrum) for three feed frame paddle revolu-
tions per minute (RPM) and 7 co-adds numbers.

Number of Co-adds

Paddle RPM 5 10 15 20 25 50 100

textbf15 15 18 21 24 27 41 69
30 18 24 29 35 41 69 125
45 21 29 38 46 55 97 181

In addition to the greater sampling size obtained as a function of the405

feed frame paddle speed, the spectra collected at 45 revolutions per minute406

generated more robust calibration models towards changes in the feed frame407

paddle speed, compared to the cases where 30 or 15 revolutions per minute408

were used as calibration. The greater angular velocity generated higher bulk409

densities during the data collection, promoting the transmission of NIR en-410

ergy, and consequently, lower reflectance and, therefore, higher absorbance.411

Figure 6, 7 & 8 shows the independent prediction of samples obtained at412

15, 30, and 45 RPM, respectively, as feed frame paddle speed using the413

calibration model constructed with spectra acquired at 45 RPM and 100 co-414

adds. A1 includes the 95% confidence interval as error bars, A2 illustrates415

the histogram for each independent run to obtain A3; normalized curves by416

t-distribution fitting. One hundred co-adds makes each spectrum equivalent417

to 0.9, 1.8, and 2.7 paddles pass below the probe, analyzing an estimated418

69, 125, and 181 mg for test blends acquired at 15, 30, and 45 revolutions419

per minute, respectively. These configuration reports blend uniformity every420

300ms, producing enough sampling frequency to enable control strategies.421
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100 Co-adds 45P15

A1) A2)

A3)

Reference0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

Figure 6: A1) Predicted values of nine test blends using the calibration model constructed
with 100 co-adds, 45 RPM predicting the 15 RPM test set. The error bars correspond to
the 95% confidence level. A2) Histograms generated from the predicted values from A1.
A3) Normalized curves constructed by t-distribution fitting of histograms.

Table 5: Evaluation of the calibration model constructed using 100 co-adds, 45 RPM
predicting the 15 RPM test set.

Ref (%w/w) n Average St Dev RMSEP Bias
95% Prediction Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

0.00 89 0.05 0.03 0.06 -0.05 -0.01 0.11

0.50 91 0.49 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.42 0.56

1.00 94 1.04 0.05 0.06 -0.04 0.95 1.13

1.50 94 1.50 0.05 0.05 0.00 1.41 1.59

2.00 96 2.03 0.06 0.07 -0.03 1.91 2.15

2.50 99 2.48 0.05 0.06 0.02 2.37 2.59

3.00 96 3.07 0.07 0.10 -0.07 2.94 3.21

0.10 83 0.14 0.03 0.05 -0.04 0.07 0.20

0.30 90 0.36 0.04 0.07 -0.06 0.29 0.44
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100 Co-adds 45P30

A1) A2)

A3)

Reference0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

Figure 7: A1) Predicted values of nine test blends using the calibration model constructed
with 100 co-adds, 45 RPM predicting the 30 RPM test set. Error bars correspond to 95%
confidence interval. A2) Histograms generated from the predicted values from A1. A3)
Normalized curves constructed by t-distribution fitting of histograms.

Table 6: Evaluation of the calibration model constructed using 100 co-adds, 45 RPM
predicting the 45 RPM test set

Ref (%w/w) n Average St Dev RMSEP Bias
95% Prediction Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

0.00 73 -0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 -0.09 0.06

0.50 84 0.49 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.41 0.57

1.00 84 1.01 0.03 0.04 -0.01 0.95 1.08

1.50 80 1.49 0.04 0.04 0.01 1.41 1.57

2.00 81 1.99 0.05 0.05 0.01 1.88 2.10

2.50 82 2.45 0.06 0.07 0.05 2.34 2.56

3.00 81 3.03 0.06 0.07 -0.03 2.91 3.16

0.10 84 0.13 0.04 0.05 -0.03 0.06 0.21

0.30 77 0.38 0.04 0.09 -0.08 0.31 0.46
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100 Co-adds 45P45

A1) A2)

A3)

Reference0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

Figure 8: A1) Predicted values of nine test blends using the calibration model constructed
with 100 co-adds, 45 RPM predicting the 45 RPM test set. Error bars correspond to the
95% confidence level. A2) Histograms generated from the predicted values from A1. A3)
Normalized curves constructed by t-distribution fitting of histograms.

Table 7: Evaluation of the calibration model constructed using 100 co-adds, 45 RPM
predicting the 45 RPM test set

Ref (%w/w) n Average St Dev RMSEP Bias
95% Prediction Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

0.00 68 -0.08 0.04 0.09 0.08 -0.16 0.01

0.50 82 0.48 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.40 0.55

1.00 81 1.03 0.03 0.04 -0.03 0.96 1.09

1.50 77 1.46 0.04 0.06 0.04 1.38 1.54

2.00 79 1.98 0.04 0.05 0.02 1.89 2.06

2.50 80 2.45 0.05 0.07 0.05 2.36 2.54

3.00 82 2.98 0.05 0.06 0.02 2.87 3.09

0.10 78 0.12 0.03 0.04 -0.02 0.05 0.18

0.30 76 0.35 0.03 0.06 -0.05 0.28 0.41

The error bars in Figure 6, 7 & 8 indicate that individual predictions422

can be performed with a confidence interval beyond 95% for all test samples423

except 0.10 and 0.30% w/w despite significant changes in feed frame paddle424

speed. A closer view of the t-distributions shown in Figure 6, 7 & 8 to analyze425
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the concentration range of 0.00 to 0.50% w/w is shown in Figure 9 with426

dashed lines denoting the middle 95% of the distribution for each test blend.427

When comparing the overlap of these distributions, the proportion of the428

distribution of the 0.10% w/w blend prediction that corresponds to individual429

results that are more likely to be from the 0.10% w/w distribution rather than430

the 0.00% w/w distribution is 98.75% (Figure 9A), 96.87% (Figure 9B), and431

84.06% (Figure 9C) for feed frame paddle speeds of 45, 30 and 15 revolutions432

per minute, respectively (Table 8). Proportions close to 100% were achieved433

when comparing 0.30% w/w vs. 0.00% w/w for all tested feed frame paddle434

speeds. A similar comparison between 0.10% w/w vs. 0.30% w/w blends435

shows that the proportion would be 99.91%, 99.95% and 99.96% for the436

three feed frame paddle speeds, respectively. Likewise the comparison of437

0.30% w/w and 0.50% w/w blends was 92.73%, 83.82%, and 93.56% for feed438

frame paddle speeds of 45, 30, and 15 revolutions per minute, respectively.439

100 Co-adds 45P45 100 Co-adds 45P30 100 Co-adds 45P15

0.00 0.100.30 0.50Reference batch composition (%w/w)

A) B) C)

Figure 9: t-distribution curves fitted from histograms built from test blends. Dashed lines
contains the 95% of the distribution
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Table 8: Proportion of distribution attributable to the reference blend, calculated from the
fitted t-distribution curves obtained from test blends at three feed frame paddle speeds.

100 Co-adds 45P45

Reference (%w/w) 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50

0.00 98.75 100 100
0.10 99.91 100
0.30 92.73
0.50

100 Co-adds 45P30

Reference (%w/w) 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50

0.00 96.87 100 100
0.10 99.95 100
0.30 83.82
0.50

100 Co-adds 45P15

Reference (%w/w) 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.50

0.00 84.06 100 100
0.10 99.96 100
0.30 93.56
0.50

4. Conclusion440

Quantitative in-line NIR measurements of powder blend compositions for441

API concentration levels below 0.50 % w/w have been achieved. Accurate442

prediction of low dose blend composition has been achieved by by a factor of443

at least ten compared to previous studies addressing in-line measurements of444

powder systems using vibrational spectroscopy. The fast-spectral acquisition445

time and the multiple simultaneous measurements of the SRS probe were446

essential in capturing the information required to quantify blend composition447

with API content as low as 0.10 % w/w. The spectral filter established on448

the baseline variation enabled accurate predictions without interference from449

variable feed frame speeds, without requiring modifications to the paddles or450

inducing variation of this type in the calibration process.451
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Enabling quantification of such low-dose concentrations of high potency452

APIs extends the range of application of PAT methods and facilitates real-453

time quality control and RTR for a wider class of oral solid dose products.454

Extension of the method developed here to other systems, such as granulated455

blends, is relatively straightforward. Importantly, availability of accurate456

PAT methods for quantification of blend composition for low-dose products457

also enables the implementation of continuous manufacturing processes for458

such products. Lack of availability of such PAT methods has been a major459

constraint limiting implementation of continuous manufacturing processes460
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